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T 
his contribution attempts to analyze-on 
the basis of selected examples-Holbein's 
connections to Italian art. The questions I 
will ask concern Holbein's choice of models, 

 

his use of borrowed forms and motifs, and the 
manner in which such borrowings gener
ated new inventions. My contribution is 
not, however, about "influence," for Hol
bein was an artist with a will of his own, and 
he did not subordinate himself to a single 
style, nor did he acknowledge styles as 
norms.1 Rather he considered tasks and ef
fects; the form, as the capacity to invent, is 
subordinate to the artistic task, the genre of 
the work, to the expectations of his patrons.2

Hence the great difficulties involved in any 
attempt to point out his visual references; it 
is almost impossible to analyze his stylistic 
borrowings based on knowledge of his mod
els. The borrowed forms and motifs only 
provided the substance from which Holbein 
selected his models according to different 
tasks and patrons. This assumption may be 
pragmatic, yet it enables us to explain phe
nomena that a history of style must qualify 
as disparate and eclectic.3

Drawing Techniques 

On a sheet datable to 1499, now in the Codex 
Atlanticus (Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan), 
Leonardo wrote that the French artist Jean 
Perreal had introduced him to the use of 
colored chalks during his stay in Milan. Jean 

Perreal (about 145 5-1530) came to Milan in 
1499 with the French king Louis XII.4

Leonardo fust applied this knowledge of a dry 
application of colors in his cartoon for a Por
trait of Isabella d'Este of 1499 (fig. 1). Is
abella's husband Francesco Gonzaga had in 
fact first requested a portrait from Jean Per
real. Bernardino Luini later adopted this 
technique in his drawing of a young woman 
with a fan now in the Albertina.5 Both Leo
nardo and Luini used black, red, and yellow 
chalk, and there are also touches of white 
chalk in Luini's drawing. In Basel, Holbein 
used colored chalks for the first time in his 
portrait drawings for the Meyer Madonna of 
1526. The drawing of Anna Meyer in Basel 
(fig. 2), the patron's daughter, is executed 
with black and colored chalks, with the 
background tinted a very bright green while 
the sitter's dress retains the color of the 
paper. The portrait not only documents Hol
bein's adoption of the technique, it also re
veals his knowledge of this Leonardesque 
type of portrait, a knowledge also confirmed 
by a comparison of Luini's drawing with 
Holbein's Portrait of Dorothea Kannengiesser 
of 1526 (Kunstmuseum Basel).6

Holbein's first use of colored chalks goes 
back to 15 24, when he drew the polychromed 
sculptures of Jeanne de Boulogne and Jean de 
Berry in Bourges.7 The ease with which Hol
bein adapted the technique to his purposes 
is explained by the fact that he had always 
produced colored drawings, combining silver 
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1. Leonardo da Vinci, 

Portrait of Isabella d’Este, 

c. 1500, pastel

Musee du Louvre, Paris

2. Hans Holbein the Younger, 

Portrait of Anna Meyer,

c. 1526, black and colored 

chalks

Kunstmuseum Basel, 

Offentliche Kunstsammlung, 

Kupferstichkabinett

point with red chalk or pen with watercolor, 

as seen in his early drawings from Basel.8 It 

is unlikely that the technique of colored 

chalks was transmitted to Holbein by Jean 

Clouet and his circle in France, for it seems 

that Clouet only used black and red chalk.9 

Thus it appears that Holbein did not neces

sarily learn the new technique directly from 

the Clouets, but more probably from a mem

ber of the Leonardo circle in France, or from 

his epigones in Milan. It may be important 

that Leonardo's famous cartoon for the por

trait of Isabella d'Este remained in Milan 

until i860, when the Louvre bought it from 

Giuseppe Vallardi.10

In his portrait drawings, Holbein came to 

replace silver point and red chalk with col

ored chalks, while he continued to use pen 

and wash or watercolor for designs for stained 

glass or wall paintings.11 In other words, 

Holbein inserted the new technique into 

his repertoire exclusively for the sake of 

portraiture.

Portrait Types

It was in France that Holbein adopted the 

courtly half-figure portrait that shows the sit

ter full face or slightly turned, in magnificent, 

billowing dress. The model for the evolution 

of this portrait type was Jean Fouquet's Por

trait of Charles VII. Jean Clouet—possibly 

collaborating with his son Francois—adopted 

the type in his impressive Portrait of FranQois 

I in Paris (fig. 3), and so did two other artists, 

Joos van Cleve in his Portrait of Francois I 

of 1529-1530, now in Philadelphia, and Jan 

Gossaert in his Portrait of a Gentleman in 

Berlin.12 Holbein first used this courtly type 

of portrait in London in 1527 in his Portrait 

of Sir Henry Guildford, the comptroller of the 

royal household, then in 1534/1535, in his 

Portrait of Charles de Solier, Sieur de 

Morette, the French ambassador in England, 

and again in his large Portrait of Henry VIII, 

known to us only in copies.13

With his mastery of the courtly portrait, 

Holbein broadened the range of his repertoire 

which, after 1526, was slowly adjusted to suit 

the needs of a European clientele in Eng

land, the Netherlands, France, and Milan.14 

His pictorial repertoire now included portrait 

types such as drawing in the newest French- 

Italian technique, the highly precise, life

like portrait for the English nobility and the 

German merchants in London, the portrait 

of the scholar in the Netherlandish pattern 

developed in his Portrait of Erasmus of
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3- Jean Clouet, Portrait of 

Francois I, King of France, 

c. 1525, panel

Musee du Louvre, Paris

4. Hans Holbein the Younger, 

Portrait of William Warham, 

Archbishop of Canterbury, 

1527, panel

Musee du Louvre, Paris

Rotterdam, probably the one sent to William 

Warham, Archbishop of Canterbury, in 1524, 

which was repeated in the portrait of the 

Archbishop in 1527 (fig. 4), and the French 

ruler portrait for the English king and the am

bassadors of France, as well as the Italian 

monumental style for the paintings for the 

Steelyard.15

A New Ideal of Beauty

The Italian works of art in the possession of 

the French Icing Francois I confronted Holbein 

with a new ideal of beauty. Prior to 1524, the 

artist preferred the roundish face common in 

the regions on the upper Rhine (fig. 5). On his 

return from France to Basel, Holbein painted 

the small panel of Venus and Cupid (fig. 6) 

which represents his first use of the new 

ideal of beauty. In 1526 Holbein executed the 

only slightly larger picture of Lais Corinthi- 

aca, in which he followed the same ideal ap

plied also to the Virgin's face in the Darm

stadt Madonna (Meyer Madonna) of the 

same year. As the gesture of both the Virgin 

and Lais have been seen as derivations from 

Leonardo's Last Supper in Milan, the new 

ideal has always been connected with 

Leonardo and his school.16

Perhaps it was a painting such as the 

“Belle Ferronniere” (fig. 7) in the collection 

of Francois I, ascribed to Leonardo but prob

ably by Giovanni Antonio Boltraffio, that 

provided the point of departure for Holbein's 

variations on female beauty.17 Holbein was 

able to react to this bust-length picture of an 

unknown beauty of the Milanese court be

cause he had a sound knowledge of the 

Northern portrait. However, Holbein did 

not exploit the combination of beautiful 

visage and balustrade for a portrait, but rather 

for a mythological representation—Venus 

and Cupid—and for the legendary Lais, the 

lover of Apelles, in the Lais Corinthiaca. In 

both pictures, Holbein has achieved a much 

more direct contact with the beholder than
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Leonardo's or Boltraffio's portrait—the viewer 

is almost apostrophized by the figure. An

other portrait, that of Jeanne d’Aragon by 

Raphael and Giulio Romano could have 

given some ideas to the young painter. The 

panel was presented by Cardinal Bibbiena, on 

behalf of Pope Leo X, to the French king 

Franpois I in 1518.18 With his small panels, 

Holbein probably attempted to establish a 

kind of painting that suited private collectors.

Following his trip to France, Holbein was 

confronted with new questions concerning 

the problem of type and imitation. The 

Venus and Cupid, the Lais Corinthiaca, 

and the Virgin Mary in the Darmstadt 

Madonna present a new type of beauty, yet 

this type is closer to the living model than 

the idealized figures in the paintings of 

Leonardo and Andrea del Sarto. The collec

tor Bonifacius Amerbach believed the two 

small Basel paintings of Cupid and Lais to be

5. Hans Holbein the Younger, 

Portrait of a Young Woman, 

c. 152.2, silver point, red 

chalk, heightened with white 

Musee du Louvre, Paris

6. Hans Holbein the Younger, 

Venus and Cupid, c. 1524, 

tempera)?) on panel

Kunstmuseum Basel, 

Offentliche Kunstsammlung

7. Leonardo da Vinci 

or (probably) Giovanni 

Andrea Boltrafflo, 

Portrait of a Young Lady 

of the Milan Court:

“La Belle Ferronniere, ” 

panel

Musee du Louvre, Paris
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portraits—an assumption I would like to 

follow only insofar as Holbein probably used 

a live model here.19 Yet Holbein's aim was 

not to preserve the likeness of an individual 

but to combine his skill in lifelike repre

sentation with a new formula of beauty.

Integration or Patchwork?

Some of the works that Holbein made in 

Basel present more complex problems, how

ever. In these, the artist seems to have at

tempted a fusion of Southern and Northern 

patterns. One example is the frontispiece 

of the Basel Missal (fig. 8), a woodcut printed 

by Thomas Wolff in 1521. Here, Holbein fol

lowed the composition of the votive image 

that his father had painted for the wine 

merchant Ulrich Schwarz around 1508.20 

This is especially true of the arrangement of 

the Intercessio and the actions of the figures 

involved. At the same time, Holbein adopted 

the Italian triumphal arch which—despite 

all differences—derives, ultimately, from 

Masaccio's Trinity in Santa Maria Novella in 

Florence. There were many other artists, 

such as Albrecht Dtirer, Hans Burgkmair, 

8. Hans Holbein the Younger, 

The Intercession of Christ 

and the Madonna with God 

the Father, title woodcut for 

Missale Speciale (Basel, 1521) 

Bibliotheque Cantonale, Porrentruy

and Hans Daucher, who at that time com

bined Southern with Northern forms. North 

of the Alps the first building to use the ar

chitectural vocabulary of the Renaissance, 

the Fugger Chapel of Saint Anna in Augs

burg, unites Italian forms with a late Gothic 

vaulting.21 In a drawing made in 1509 (The 

Holy Family in the Hall) Dtirer placed a 

German Holy Family in a Renaissance build

ing. This drawing served as a model for the 

altarpiece in the Church of the Assump

tion of Maria Schnee at Aufhausen, com

pleted by Jorg Breu the Elder in Augsburg.22 

Diirer's baldachin seems to draw upon one 

main source, the ciborium designed by 

Michelozzo in S. Miniato al Monte in Flo

rence (1452).23 This work is clearly copied 

in a small model of painted architecture, 

the Judgment of Salomon, attributed to 

Conrad Appodeker, or Conrad Schnit as he 

was named in the documents attesting to 

his new membership in the guild "Zum 

Himmel" in Basel (1519).24

Around the year 1520 Holbein experi

mented with a number of possible combi

nations for the Madonna and Child, alone or 

sometimes with the Holy Family, against 

an architectural background. In the drawing 

Maria lactans between Two Columns25 he 

pushed the Madonna further toward the 

edge of the image, and chose a low viewpoint. 

A perfectly symmetrical view of the Virgin 

between the columns is avoided by choosing 

an angled view. The contrast between the 

mother offering her breast to her child and 

the "framing" of the figures between two 

columns heightens, more than Dtirer ever 

conceived it, the contrast between human 

closeness and divine distance. The drawing 

of the Holy Family dating to 1518/1519 ex

ploits very similar devices.26 Columns and 

entablatures thrust the niche is adorned 

with a shell and topped with a richly deco

rated pediment and a coffered arch. It has not 

been possible to trace any model for such an 

architectural presentation, even in Como or 

Venice. Holbein set aside the knowledge he 

had gained in Augsburg to follow the form 

of painted architecture typical of Filippino 

Lippi, in his fresco The Triumph of Saint 

Thomas Aquinas at S. Maria sopra Minerva 

in Rome.27 This painted architectural decor 

contains all of the elements that are found 

articulated similarly in Holbein's drawing.
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It is difficult to say if these arrangements, 

combinations, confrontations, and modern

izations signify an altogether new orienta

tion, or if they should be seen as attempts to 

integrate the imported vocabulary. With the 

Solothurn Madonna (fig. 9), painted in 1522 

for the secretary of the Basel City Council Jo

hannes Gerster and his wife, Holbein at

tempted to unite a Northern epitaph and a 

Southern sacra conversazione with the tech

nical skills of early Netherlandish painting. 

The relation with the Northern epitaph fea

turing the enthroned Madonna, saints and 

donors may be illustrated with examples 

from the Mosel region, such as the Vierge au 

Papillon of 1459, or from among those in the 

cloister of Augsburg cathedral, such as the 

epitaph of Ulrich von Rechberg attributed to 

Michel Erhart.28 Among the countless Ital

ian examples of the sacra conversazione it 

is only Francesco del Cossa's Paia dei Mer- 

canti of 1474 (Pinacoteca, Bologna)—once in 

the Merchants' Hall in Bologna—that bears 

significant compositional similarities to Hol

bein's Solothurn Madonna: witness the 

manner in which both paintings place the 

Madonna in front of an archway. The ap

pearance of Cossa's Paia does not explain, 

however, the positioning of the saints in 

Holbein's painting. Here, it is necessary to 

refer also to Sebastiano del Piombo's organ 

shutters in San Bartolomeo di Rialto which 

Holbein must have known by 1517 when he 

used them as models in his design for a 

stained glass window with the Fleckenstein 

arms. These comparisons are strengthened 

by the fact that Holbein's patron, Johannes 

Gerster, is known to have traveled to 

Bologna,- moreover, Dtirer's Feast of the Rose 

Garlands was on display in the chapel of the 

German merchants in Venice, located also in 

San Bartolomeo di Rialto, near the Fondaco 

dei Tedeschi.29 The solution presented by 

Holbein's Solothurn Madonna is a result of 

a synthesis of the Northern epitaph with 

the southern sacra conversazione in front of 

an archway, and with two saints taken from 

Italian, presumably Venetian models.

An analogous attempt at integration can 

also be found in the eight parts of the Pas

sion Altarpiece which dates from around 

1524. The iconography of the Passion Altar

piece is extremely conventional: the division 

of the panels and the choice and arrangement

9. Hans Holbein the Younger, 

Solothurn Madonna, 1522, 

tempera( ?) on panel 

Kunstmuseum, Solothurn

of the scenes differ very little from, for 

example, the outside of the altar that Holbein 

the Elder had painted in 1502 for the Cis

tercian church in Kaisheim near Donau

worth.30 An unusual element of the Basel 

Passion Altarpiece is the use of lighting. 

Holbein chose to depict the first three scenes 

of the upper part as taking place at night, 

with various light sources. This interest on 

the part of the artist in repeated night scenes 

and their management corresponds with Al

brecht Altdorfer's Passion of Christ on the 

wings of the former Sebastiansaltar, which 

was painted between 1509 and 1516 for the 

church of Saint Florian near Linz.31 Most
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io. Hans Holbein the 

Younger, Entombment, 

detail of the 

Passion of Christ, 

tempera on panel 

Kunstmuseum Basel, Offentliche 

Kunstsammlung

characteristic is the last scene in Holbein's 

Passion Altarpiece, the Entombment (fig. 

io), which is based on two identifiable mod

els. One of these was Andrea Mantegna's 

engraving The Entombment or possibly 

the reversed copy by Giovanni Antonio da 

Brescia, and the other was Diner's version of 

the episode in his Small Woodcut Passion.32 

Franz Kugler and Jacob Burckhardt recalled 

in 1847 the Borghese Entombment by 

Raphael, while Alfred Woltmann in 1866 

referred to Mantegna's engraving, which had 

also been a model for Raphael.33 Actually 

Holbein seems to have transformed Man

tegna's rendering of the scene in the same 

way as Raphael had before him: both artists 

made much clearer the effort involved in 

carrying the body by emphasizing the way 

the figures strain under the weight. Like

wise both emphasize the limpidity of Christ's 

body and the scale of the rocky outcrop. 

The similarities to Raphael's work extend to 

the position of the body: the arm hanging 

limply and the rather forced position of the 

lower leg. Holbein includes a third man who 

is helping to carry the body, supporting 

Christ just under the right arm. The differ

entiation between the bearers and the group 

of mourners in Holbein's scene corresponds 

to the division of the subject in Mantegna's 

and Raphael's works. However Diirer's ver

sion must have provided some inspiration, 

especially since his sepulchre was closely im

itated here.

The Darmstadt Madonna poses many dif

ficulties, regarding Holbein's understanding 

of Italian art. It seems that no panel repre

senting the Madonna and Child with Saint 

John the Baptist is to be found in the North 

before that date.34 In the South the iconog

raphy was common, especially in Floren

tine and Lombard painting, from the middle 

of the fifteenth century onward.35 In Milan, 

Leonardo produced his famous Virgin of the 

Rocks between 1483 and 1490: John the Bap

tist, the Virgin, and an angel pay homage to 

Christ. The panel was painted for the Con

fraternity della Concezione, and destined 

for the church of San Francesco Grande in 

Milan (1493), but was probably sold by 

Lodovico Sforza to the French king Louis 

XII. It is recorded in the royal collection in 

the time of Franpois I.36 It seems that a sim

ilar piece by the hand of Raphael had been 

secured by the king for Fontainebleau, the 

Madonna and Child with Saint John the 

Baptist.37 It is possible that Holbein saw 

them during his travels in France in 15 24; if 

not, he may have known drawings or en

gravings made after them.

Holbein tried to incorporate such new 

forms in his own painting, thereby implying 

that he was attempting to combine different 

patterns. The Darmstadt Madonna draws 

upon the iconography of the Schutzmantel- 

madonna (the Virgin as protector), that of the 

Virgin and Child with Saint John the Bap

tist, and that of the Virgin standing before 

her throne. Very good parallels may be 

found, which help to identify the elements 
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combined. A small picture now in the Lou

vre, the Madonna and Child Surrounded 

by Six Angels and Saint John the Baptist 

combines the standing Madonna with the 

representation of the Virgin with Christ and 

Saint John.38 Another piece offers even more 

striking features: the main altarpiece of the 

Chiesa del Collegio Papio in Ascona (1519), 

the central part of which was painted by lo- 

hannes Antonius De Lagaia from Ascona. 

Here we have the Madonna della Miseri- 

cordia standing in front of her throne in a 

magnificent room; two pilasters frame the 

space as well as an entablature. Arranged 

symmetrically on both sides of the Madonna, 

male and female figures place themselves 

under the protection of the Virgin who stands 

erect and whose head—as in Holbein's pic

ture—nearly overlaps the border of the shell 

adorning the niche.39

Ascona, situated on the higher end of Lake 

Maggiore, was situated on the main line of 

traffic between North and South, exactly 

like Basel. For travelers, it was an important 

station for supplies on the way to northern 

Italy. The strategic position of Ascona, the 

similarities between Lagaia's panel and the 

Darmstadt Madonna are so striking that 

Holbein may have seen the panel, or at least 

have been indirectly acquainted with it; at 

any rate, in their attempt to combine two 

iconographies, the two artists reached sim

ilar results. The similarity between the po

sitioning of the figures of the people of As

cona and of the Meyer family goes beyond 

mere coincidence. However, in one respect, 

Lagaia's Madonna della Misericordia, the 

Paia Sforzesca in Milan, and Filippo Lippi's 

Paia Barbadori all differ from the Darm

stadt Madonna: Holbein's masterpiece is 

constructed and functions as an epitaph, ac

cording to the Northern tradition.40

Holbein's Last Supper—surviving only in 

fragmentary form—combines Leonardesque 

elements with grotesque figures such as 

Judas and also confronts Renaissance archi

tecture with a Northern tower. The com

position of the figure group relates both to 

Leonardo and to the Last Supper in Diirer's 

Large Passion Cycle of 1510. Apart from the 

three openings of the windows, the face of 

Christ, and the dispute of the apostles, how

ever, Holbein took little from Leonardo. Not 

only did he create a completely different 

composition, but he also gave grotesque faces 

to Judas and to some of the other apostles. 

Holbein's Last Supper does not attempt to 

draw on an Italian model, but rather to trans

form it according to Northern requirements. 

Leonardo and Diirer might easily be taken as 

the principal points of reference for the pro

gram of the younger artist, yet such a con

clusion would certainly not suffice to de

scribe all of Holbein's ambitions.41

We have no certain documentary evidence 

that can help in dating Holbein's Passion 

Altarpiece. Woltmann first attributed it to 

the years before 1520, but in the second edi

tion of his work he preferred to date it after 

the Last Supper and connected it with 

Leonardo and Mantegna rather than with 

Diirer. Before Woltmann, Kugler and Burck- 

hardt preferred to maintain a date before 

1520 for its composition. Their comparisons 

privileged painters of the Lombard and 

Roman schools. Their assessment of the 

painting runs as follows: "The whole be

trays the character of intense detail stud

ies, as if this time the artist had wished to 

provide the most complete and thoroughly 

developed image. That may explain the awk

ward, self-conscious and deliberate nature of 

this work which distinguishes it from his 

earlier and later works."42

If one dates the Passion Altarpiece after the 

journey to France in 1524 on grounds of 

artistic technique, an interesting question is 

raised: how can we explain Holbein's simul

taneous but distinctive artistic orientations? 

The Venus and Cupid and the Lais Corinthi- 

aca point above all to the Lombard schools, 

while the stained-glass designs for the Pas

sion of Christ are based on engravings by 

Martin Schongauer and Diirer. In the Last 

Supper Holbein takes Leonardo's painting 

as a starting point and adds Northern figures. 

The opening scenes of the Passion of Christ 

adopt an iconography concordant with the 

night scenes of the Northern schools,- the 

final scene presents a variation on Man

tegna's Entombment with elements of Diirer 

added. Thus it is that the Passion of Christ 

is of interest when compared with the Last 

Supper: in each work the artist takes a dif

ferent starting point and achieves an inte

gration of two very distinct patterns. The 

Passion of Christ aims to integrate Italian el

ements into a Northern framework while the 
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11. Hans Holbein the 

Younger, Chimera, 

pen border drawing on 

folio Q 4 verso of Erasmus 

of Rotterdam, Encomium 

Moriae (Basel, 1515) 

Kunstmuseum Basel, 

Offentliche Kunstsammlung, 

Kupferstichkabinett

Last Supper adopts a Milanese pattern and 

peoples it with Northern figures.

Invention, Independence

It seems difficult, today, to define artistic de

pendence: although students often point to 

the models for a work of art, it is usually for

gotten that such information must be com

plemented with the more difficult analysis 

of the artist's inventiveness in the use of 

such models. Holbein fits himself most prob

ably to a kind of artist who depends on man

ual labor and inventive combination rather 

than inexplicable intuitions and ideas. To say 

this is not meant to deny artistic freedom or 

originality, but to give this faculty a more pre

cise definition within a framework of visual 

references.

A demonstration of artistic invention and 

fantasy is to be found in one of the margin 

drawings to the Encomium Moriae (Praise of 

Folly) by Erasmus of Rotterdam. Holbein 

depicted the mythological creature of the 

chimera as she was described in Horace's 

De arte poetica (fig. 11). Erasmus' character 

of the Moria (folly) pokes fun at the preach

ers' rhetorical art and the way in which they 

ape the ancient orators, baffling their listen

ers with overly subtle and abstruse theo

logical arguments. She compares their fool

ish speeches, their wild combination of ar

guments and arbitrary use of associations, 

their lack of reason and logic with the 

chimera as described by Horace at the be

ginning of his De arte poetica: "If a painter 

chose to join a human head to the neck of a 

horse, and to spread feathers of many a hue 

over limbs picked up now here now there, so 

that what at the top is a lovely woman ends 

below in a black and ugly fish, could you, my 

friends, if favoured with a private view, re

frain from laughing?"43

In the edition of the Encomium that Hol

bein illustrated with his margin sketches— 

the one published in Basel in 1515—only the 

first two words of Horace's text are quoted— 

Humano capiti &)c. Holbein therefore must 

have consulted Horace's text for the descrip

tion of the chimera although at the same 

time ignoring the author's refusal to accept 

such a fantastic artistic creation.44 Contrary 

to both Horace's and Erasmus' readings, 

Holbein used the chimera as a sign of the 

painter's claim to fantastic inventions.

The small diptych Christ as the Man of 

Sorrows and The Virgin as Mater Dolorosa 

demonstrates that the young artist allowed 

his rich fantasy to run free, even before 

the time when he completed the monu

mental decorations on the fagade of the 

house Zum Tanz.45 The diptych seems to 

constitute the earliest example of Holbein's 

free usage of various, somewhat arbitrary 

architectural forms, painted with the ut

most precision. While proving his mastery 

of Italian architecture through the precise 

depiction of buildings—as in the design 

for a stained glass, the Madonna and Child 

with Saint Pantalus—he also allowed him

self the greatest liberties in his architectural 

representations.46

The most important expression of such 

fantastic inventions can be seen in the ar

chitectural ornamentation on the fagade of 

the house Zum Tanz (fig. 12) in Basel. These 

ornaments follow none of the established 

rules, nor do they correspond to any struc

tural function. The fagades are constructed 

in perspective for the viewer in the street, 

but this illusion is only a part of the effect 

to be achieved—that of bewildering the 

viewer by the means of architecture with no
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12. Copy after Hans Holbein 

the Younger, Sketch for the 

Facade of the House Zum 

Tanz, pen and wash 

Kunstmuseum Basel, 

Offentliche Kunstsammlung, 

Kupferstichkabinett

functional purpose. The architectural ele

ments—triumphal arches, colonnades, balus

trades, and aedicules—add their effect to 

that of the sculptures and figures, to propose 

a series of contrary movements, some jutting 

forward, others receding. Some arches, lead

ing the viewer's eye backward, are angled 

away from protruding gabled pavilions de

signed as frames for the house's doors and 

windows. A pillar is planted in the middle of 

one of these arches. In front of this again, a 

horse with its rider rears, while beneath, 

between the wide, projecting architraves of 

the lower triumphal arch, a soldier standing 

on a pavilion has turned around, terrified. To 

this motif of horror is added one of visual de

ception on the ground floor, where a dis

mounted rider is shown standing with his 

horse tethered next to him.47 This whole as

semblage, seemingly composed without any 

attention to rules, establishes a chimeric ar

chitecture as the product of artistic fantasy. 

To achieve it Holbein uses a masterly range 

of devices to produce a debouchment in the 

surface: illusionistic projections, reliefs, and 

lifelike figures.

When, in about 1523/1524, Holbein de

signed and painted the fagade decorations on 

Zum Tanz, he decidedly distanced his solu

tion from traditional south German and
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13 - Niklaus Rippel, 

copy after Hans Holbein 

the Younger, detail of 

"Leaping Rider" from 

Fagade of the House Zum 

Tanz, 1590, pen and 

watercolor

Kunstmuseum Basel, 

Offentliche Kunstsammlung, 

Kupferstichkabinett

Swiss fagade paintings which he had still 

followed in the Hertenstein paintings in 

Lucerne of 1517. There is a good indication 

that, in T522/t523, Holbein sought to im

prove his knowledge of architecture, as he 

seems to have known by then Cesare Ce- 

sariano's edition of Vitruvius, published in 

Como in 1521.48 The representation of ar

chitecture on Zum Tanz defies all conven

tions, thus resulting in a fantastic, seem

ingly planless combination of architectural 

elements. The concetto of architectural rep

resentation here relates to the idea of artis

tic whim and freedom as expressed in Ho

race's chimera—though the poet did not 

want to grant the power to represent such a 

creature to the painter. It is possible to name 

parallels ranging from Augsburg to Nurem

berg, as well as Bramante's Vigevano which 

was perhaps more important for Holbein's 

concetto than any other visual source.

Holbein's unruly architectural fantasy 

consistently relates to the point of view of 

the beholder at street level; its aim is to 

achieve illusion, deception, fright, and as

tonishment. This aim is most saliently em

bodied in a concetto, the horseman who 

seems to jump down from the fagade (fig. 13). 

This form stems from northern Italian fagade 

painting. In 1516, Thomas Schmid used it for 

the interior decoration of the banqueting 

hall of the Saint Georgen monastery in Stein 

am Rhein, while Holbein adopted it in 

1517^519 for the fagade of the Herten- 

steinhaus. In both cases, the scene shows 

Marcus Curtius.49 In the house Zum Tanz, 

however, Holbein chose not to represent 

this Roman hero but painted a small dra

matic scene with a horseman and foot sol

dier, the latter turning around in fright. The 

scene is analogous to the one painted by 

Pordenone in about 1520-1522 in Christ be

fore Pilate, and also recalls Leonardo's designs 

for an equestrian monument.50

Thereafter there were few commissions 

that allowed Holbein to display his genius for 

wit and combinations of forms on a grand 

scale. Nevertheless, he did not renounce 

concetti and combinations, as is evident 

from the portrait The Ambassadors, from the 

Triumph of Wealth and the Triumph of 

Poverty for the London Steelyard, or from the 

mural at Whitehall Palace.

Any comparison of Holbein's paintings 

with Italian works opens up to further ques

tion his direct or indirect acquaintance with 

them. The problem is to assess the difference 

between the use of forms attesting a general 

knowledge of Southern practices, and the 

specific borrowings that should prove a di

rect acquaintance, in situ, with Italian 

works.51 Around 1500 painters such as Hans 

Holbein the Elder and others had already 

imitated the miraculous picture of Santa 

Maria del Popolo in Rome,- around 1520, 
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graphic documents indicate a fashion (in 

southern Germany) for cycles of main altar 

and side altarpieces.52 The connections be

tween Augsburg and Venice were close, and 

we must assume that a precise knowledge of 

Italian art in the North was fostered by 

steady economic and artistic traffic between 

North and South—Jacopo de' Barbari, Al

brecht Diirer, or Hans Burgkmair the Elder 

attest to this.53 It seems that in Basel and in 

Lucerne Holbein developed further his 

knowledge of Italian forms and devices. His 

use of models, their appropriation through 

transformations and combinations, differs 

from that of most of his contemporaries 

only on a major point: he relied upon fan

tastic invention rather than method. Mod

els, to him, were a means to an end, helping 

him to execute precise tasks. As such, they 

do not bear testimony to a new direction or 

a new aim in his artistic endeavors. Many 

factors should be taken into account in dis

cussion of Holbein's connection to Italy. 

Above all, close analysis of the similarity of 

some of his works to Italian paintings yields 

interesting results,- knowledge is required 

of how patterns and compositional schemes 

were spread through engravings, drawings, 

and paintings in Italian and Northern art. It 

is also possible to imagine how the artist 

traveled, according to the necessities of his 

work, and followed the well-known routes 

connecting North and South through 

Switzerland. Important also is Holbein's 

own understanding of the styles in fashion 

at the time; we have seen that he used them 

for specific purposes. Overall, it is most 

probable that Holbein went to Italy, at the 

time he was painting the facade of the 

Hertenstein house.54

For more than 150 years now, the question 

of Holbein's journey has not been advanced. 

In the Handbuch der Geschichte der Malerei, 

Franz Kugler and Jacob Burckhardt proceed 

with great caution in their discussion of the 

"influences of the Italian manner": "Where 

some elements crop up in his early work, it 

is enough to assume that Holbein became ac

quainted with prints by Mantegna's school; 

for the later period, one does well to accept 

the idea of a stay in Italy, even a short one, 

at least in northern Italy, inasmuch as fea

tures reminiscent of Leonardo are all too 

evident."55 Burckhardt returned to that ques

tion in his Lectures of 1891 and inferred 

that Holbein might have traveled in Lom

bardy in 1517: at that time, the leading in

terests of the artist were the study of per

spective, Italian architecture, and especially 

of Lombard ornaments.56 However, a mere 

comparison of Holbein's works with Italian 

paintings or sculpture does not provide 

enough evidence to prove that point: the 

corpus of Italian engravings was large enough, 

at the beginning of the sixteenth century, to 

furnish Holbein with plenty of patterns. 

John Rowlands himself does not exclude a 

journey to Italy, but is inclined to limit that 

experience to the period when the young 

artist was working in Lucerne.57

The first important journey made by the 

young artist in 1515 from Augsburg to Basel 

is typical of the wanderings of young ap

prentices. The journey through France (1524) 

was an attempt to find a position as a court 

painter with Francois I; however, he never 

spurned other sources of income, design

ing models for woodblock carvers or gold

smiths. Lyon was an important center for 

printing and banking, and the Ravensburg 

firm, to which Jakob von Hertenstein be

longed, as well as the Tucher from Nurem

berg had warehouses in Lyon. In r 526, Hol

bein departed for England through Antwerp, 

another important economic and artistic 

center. The artist made that journey on the 

recommendation of Erasmus, and with the 

hope of succeeding where he had failed in 

France. As we see, after leaving Augsburg, 

he does not seem to have traveled ever for 

leisure or to further his artistic education, 

but rather on assignment, or in the expec

tation of receiving one.

The close similarities between the Sol

othurn Madonna and particular works by 

Cossa and Sebastiano del Piombo, between 

the Darmstadt Madonna and Italian models, 

and his derivation of Italian architectural 

forms pose the problem of Holbein's knowl

edge of Italian art afresh. Nevertheless, these 

links do not indicate which of the two awk

ward hypotheses is fitting—that of direct 

contact with Italy, or that of mediated ac

quaintance with Italian forms and devices 

which circulated between South and North.

Until now, settling this issue has remained 

impossible, due to a lack of documents. It is 

astonishing to find that a significant docu
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ment, dated 1538 and published by Eduard 

His as early as 1870, should never have been 

discussed properly in this respect.58 The 

text is a contract drawn up for Holbein, at the 

instigation of the mayor and council of Basel, 

probably before his last departure for England. 

The city council obviously tried to convince 

the artist to remain in the city. A yearly 

salary of 50 gulden was promised to him, in 

addition to payments for all his works. Ac

cording to the terms of this proposed con

tract, Holbein was allowed to maintain con

tact with his other patrons—kings, princes, 

aristocrats, and cities—but he was not per

mitted to leave Basel for extensive periods 

abroad. All of his commissions were to be ex

ecuted in Basel itself. There is a further, in

teresting clause: "Those works of art he will 

execute here [in Basel], once, twice or three 

times, as long as they are always executed 

under our patronage and with our permis

sion, not behind our backs; he may sell those 

works to foreign patrons in France, England, 

Milan or in the Netherlands." It is absolutely 

clear that the contract makes precise refer

ence to the conditions posed by the artist 

himself, who wanted the freedom to main

tain contact with his existing patrons. The 

lawyers of the city council mention only a 

limited, restrictive number of geographical 

areas covered by the agreement—most cer

tainly, those places that he already knew 

from personal experience, and where his pa

trons were living. We know for certain that 

Holbein traveled and worked in France, in 

England, and in the Low Countries, where he 

also bought his panels ready to be painted. 

Thus, on the strength of this document, it 

may be assumed that Holbein also traveled 

in the duchy of Milan.
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